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Evaluation of European-based polygenic risk score for breast cancer in Ashkenazi Jewish women in Israel


ABSTRACT

Background Polygenic risk score (PRS), calculated based on genome-wide association studies (GWASs), can improve breast cancer (BC) risk assessment. To date, most BC GWASs have been performed in individuals of European (EUR) ancestry, and the generalisation of EUR-based PRS to other populations is a major challenge. In this study,
we examined the performance of EUR-based BC PRS models in Ashkenazi Jewish (AJ) women.

Methods We generated PRSs based on data on EUR women from the Breast Cancer Association Consortium (BCAC). We tested the performance of the PRSs in a cohort of 2161 AJ women from Israel (1437 cases and 724 controls) from BCAC (BCAC cohort from Israel (BCAC-IL)). In addition, we tested the performance of these EUR-based BC PRSs, as well as the established 313-SNP EUR BC PRS, in an independent cohort of 181 AJ women from Hadassah Medical Center (HMC) in Israel.

Results In the BCAC-IL cohort, the highest OR per 1 SD was 1.56 (±0.09). The OR for AJ women at the top 10% of the PRS distribution compared with the middle quintile was 2.10 (±0.24). In the HMC cohort, the OR per 1 SD of the EUR-based PRS that performed best in the BCAC-IL cohort was 1.58±0.27. The OR per 1 SD of the commonly used 313-SNP BC PRS was 1.64 (±0.28).

Conclusions Extant EUR GWAS data can be used for generating PRSs that identify AJ women with markedly elevated risk of BC and therefore hold promise for improving BC risk assessment in AJ women.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
- Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) on breast cancer (BC) were, to date, mainly done on women of European (EUR) ancestry, and recent studies showed that polygenic risk score (PRS) based on these GWAS can effectively stratify EUR women according to their BC risk.
- However, PRS performance declines with the increase of the genetic distance between the population used in the GWAS and the population on which the PRS is applied.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
- Here, we systematically evaluated the performance of EUR-based BC PRS on Ashkenazi Jewish (AJ) women from Israel. Our results demonstrate that extant EUR GWAS data can be used for generating PRSs that identify AJ women with markedly elevated risk of BC.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY
- Our study suggests the possibility of personalised BC screening programmes in Israel that could potentially improve early detection of BC while reducing overdiagnosis.

INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer (BC) is the most common cancer diagnosed among women in Western countries including Israel, where some 5500 BC cases are diagnosed annually. An early diagnosis of BC leads to a higher cure rate and improved survival. Thus, it is essential to develop accurate risk prediction methods for identifying women at high risk of BC. An ongoing debate over the optimal approach to BC screening has led to discordant professional society recommendations. Two fundamental questions—whether to screen annually or at a lower frequency and whether screening should start at the age of 40 or at a later point in life—have been debated for over 20 years.

In Israel, health providers generally recommend biennial mammography screening starting at age 50 for women, except for those with a family history of relevant cancer or carriers of pathogenic variants in BC-associated genes, who are recommended to start earlier and screen more frequently. This ‘one size fits all’ approach to nationwide BC screening might be suboptimal as it assumes an equal risk of developing BC to most women. A personalised screening strategy might improve early detection of BC while reducing overdiagnosis.

The decline in PRS performance in non-EUR populations might aggravate disparities in clinical genetics care between ethnic groups. Several studies showed that BC PRS generated from EUR GWAS summary statistics (EUR BC PRS) has lower performance on non-EUR women (eg, African-Americans). Yet, some studies demonstrated that EUR BC PRS performance on Latin American women—a large group with variable levels of Indigenous American, EUR and African ancestries—was similar to its performance on women of EUR ancestry.

The population in Israel is highly heterogeneous, with Ashkenazi Jews (AJ) being one of its largest ethnic group. Given the relatively low genetic distance between the EUR and AJ populations, we hypothesised that EUR BC PRS could be used to develop clinically relevant PRS models for AJ women in Israel. To that end, we used the massive genetic resource generated by the multinational Breast Cancer Association Consortium (BCAC), which also contains an Israeli cohort, to conduct a systematic evaluation of the predictive performance of EUR BC PRS models on Israeli AJ women. We demonstrate that an EUR BC PRS can be adjusted to the AJ population and identify women with markedly elevated BC risk (OR >2.0 for AJ women in the top 10% compared with the middle quintile). We substantiate these findings using an independent cohort of AJ Israeli women.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

BCAC dataset
We analysed 132 335 EUR women from the BCAC: 72 899 cases and 59 436 controls. In addition, the BCAC includes an Israeli cohort (BCINIS/BCAC cohort from Israel (BCAC-IL)) of 2161...
women: 1437 cases and 724 controls. According to the 'ethnOt' field in the BCAC phenotype file, all the women in the BCAC-IL cohort are tagged as 'Jewish Ashkenazi'. In addition, there are 73 samples in the EUR cohort that are tagged as AJ.

All samples analysed were genotyped using the OncoArray chip. In our analysis, we used an imputed version of the data provided by BCAC. The imputation was done against the 1000 Genomes Project imputation panel. In BCAC-IL, 119 (5.5%) BRCA1/2 mutation carriers were identified by a self-reporting field provided by the BCAC.

**Hadassah Medical Center (HMC) cohort**

The HMC dataset contains 181 Israeli AJ women, of whom 118 are BC cases under the age of 45 years and 63 are controls older than 75 years. We validated either by sequencing or genotyping that none of the women carried one of the three AJ founder mutations in BRCA1/2. Samples were genotyped using the Axiom PMDA chip. Likely pathogenic variants in selected genes are covered by this chip. Three women carried such variants in BRCA1/2, and none bore pathogenic variants in other BC susceptibility genes.

We phased the data using SHAPEIT2 and imputed it using IMPUTE2. The imputation reference panel was generated using SHAPEIT2 from the EUR samples from the 1000 Genomes Project (n=503). Using PLINK, we filtered out SNPs with uncertainty greater than 0.1.

For the evaluation of the 313 PRS, we were able to map 304 SNPs, of which 248 were called (either by genotyping or imputation) in more than 90% of the samples.

**Quality check (QC) of discovery sets**

We performed QC on each discovery set using PLINK. We kept only SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) of ≥5%, HWE p value of ≥1e-6 and missing rate of ≤10%. In addition, we kept only samples where less than 10% of SNPs present in the set were missing. In addition, we filtered out ambiguous and duplicated alleles. A total of 4,617,515 SNPs remained in the BCAC-EUR cohort and 4,973,754 SNPs in the BCAC-EUR cohort after exclusion of the Polish samples.

Similarly, we used PLINK to perform QC on each target set. We kept the same HWE, missing rate and MAF thresholds as in the discovery set, filtered out duplicated alleles and kept samples where less than 10% of SNPs present in the set were missing. This process left 5,549,031 and 5,704,856 SNPs on the entire Israeli (BCAC-IL) and, as used as a control, the entire Polish (BCAC cohort from Poland (BCAC-PL)) cohorts, respectively. Note that in cross-validation (CV) analyses (see further), to avoid information leakage, we performed QC on each fold separately, so the number of SNPs in each fold slightly varied, depending on the subset of individuals in the fold.

**GWAS analysis**

We ran GWAS analyses for two sets: EUR (n=132,335) and EUR without the PL cohort (n=128,153). Both sets did not contain the BCAC-IL women. For each analysis, we ran PCA and GWAS using PLINK (with the --glm command) and generated GWAS summary statistics with the first five principal components as covariates.

**Nested CV**

We applied nested CV for optimising PRS models generated by four different methods (pruning and thresholding using European linkage disequilibrium (P+T EUR-LD), pruning and thresholding using linkage disequilibrium of the target population (P+T target set LD), LDpred2 and Lassosum; see further). Specifically, for each PRS method, we split the BCAC-IL cohort into six sets (each of size 360). Next, we held out one set (red box in figure 1) and used the other five sets (green boxes in figure 1) to perform a standard 5-fold CV, in which four out of five parts (training set; light green) are used to derive PRS model on the five CV folds with the chosen hyperparameters. Finally, we applied the resulting PRS model on the holdout set and measured the OR per 1 SD and for the top 10% OR. We repeated this entire process six times, each with a different holdout set. We applied this scheme to each of the four PRS methods included in our analysis (P+T EUR-LD, P+T target LD, LDpred2 and Lassosum). The method that obtained the highest average performance on the six holdout sets is selected as the best one. AJ, Ashkenazi Jewish; BCAC, Breast Cancer Association Consortium; BCAC-IL, BCAC cohort from Israel; CV, cross-validation; PRS, polygenic risk score; P+T EUR-LD, pruning and thresholding using European linkage disequilibrium; P+T target LD, pruning and thresholding using linkage disequilibrium of the target population.
models with different predefined sets of hyperparameters, and then the resulting models are applied on the fifth part (validation set, dark green). For each model, we measured the OR per 1SD (using logistic regression with the first six principal components as covariates) and OR of women at the top 10% of the PRS distribution compared with the middle quintile. After iterating over the five combinations of training and test sets, we chose the hyper-parameter set that performed the best on average (see detailed ranking criteria below). Then, using these optimal hyper-parameters, we retrained a PRS model on the entire five CV folds (green boxes). Finally, we applied the resulting PRS model on the holdout set and measured the OR per 1SD and top 10% OR. We repeated this entire process six times, each with a different holdout set. The method with the highest average on the six holdout sets is nominated as the best one.

In all analyses, PRS were standardised to the control samples of the respective target set.

Criteria for choosing an optimal PRS model
We tested the performance of each PRS method with a predefined set of hyper-parameters (see below). For each method, we ranked runs with different hyper-parameters using two metrics: (1) OR per 1SD and (2) top-10% OR, and combined these rankings by taking their sum. We broke ties using the model with the higher OR per 1SD, as this metric is less noisy.

Pruning and thresholding using European linkage disequilibrium
Using PLINK, we clumped the GWAS results according to LD in the EUR population derived from the EUR samples in the 1000 Genomes Project (n=503) with $r^2 = 0.2$. Then, we filtered the remaining SNPs based on a significance threshold (T). We tested the following threshold values T:

- $5 \times 10^{-8}$, $10^{-7}$, $10^{-6}$, $10^{-5}$, $10^{-4}$, $10^{-3}$,
- $5 \times 10^{-3}$, $10^{-2}$, $5 \times 10^{-2}$, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5

For each T, we calculated the PRS from the SNPs that passed the filtering.

Pruning and thresholding using linkage disequilibrium of the target population
Here, when applying LD clumping in PLINK, we used LD inferred from the training set. The training set comes from the same population as the target set. Namely, in each fold of the CV, LD was calculated using the genotype data of individuals in the training set. On the HMC cohort, we used the LD from the BCAC-IL cohort. The subsequent steps of the analysis are identical to the P+T EUR-LD method.

LDpred2
LDpred2 (grid mode) generates a PRS model using SNP correlations calculated from genotype data (ie, the training set). We supplied LDpred2 with a training set that comes from the same population as the target set, as for the P+T method previously. We ran LDpred2 using the set of hyper-parameter values for the proportion of causal variants, heritability, and sparseness that were recommended by. The rest of the hyper-parameters were left with their default values.

Lassosum
Lassosum generates a PRS model using a reference panel calculated from genotype data (ie, the training set). We supplied Lassosum with a training set that comes from the same population as the target set, as above. We ran Lassosum using LD blocks option “EUR.hg19” and the values of the regularisation hyper-parameter $\lambda$ that were recommended by. The rest of the hyper-parameters were left with their default values.

313-SNPs EUR BC PRS model
We downloaded the weights for the EUR PRS model from. Originally, the model consisted of 313 SNPs. In the imputed data, we managed to retain all the 313 SNPs for the BCAC-IL cohort and 304 SNPs for the HMC cohort. Risk scores for each sample were calculated using PLINK.

RESULTS
We set to build and evaluate EUR-based BC PRS for AJ women from Israel. For this task, we used an Israeli cohort of 2161 AJ women (1437 BC cases and 724 controls) that is a part of the BCAC (Methods). We refer to the Israeli sub-cohort of the BCAC as BCAC-IL. In order to avoid inflation of the predictive performance, the target set should be independent of the discovery set. Therefore, we could not reliably assess how the commonly used EUR BC 313-SNP PRS performs on the BCAC-IL cohort since this PRS was derived from BCAC GWAS, which included the EUR-IL cohort. Therefore, we first removed the Israeli women from the EUR BCAC cohort and recomputed GWAS summary statistics using only data from the 132 335 non-Israeli EUR women (72 899 cases and 59 436 controls; Methods). A PCA on the BCAC genotype data confirmed the close genetic relatedness of AJ to the EUR population (figure 2).

Next, we set to adapt an EUR-based BC PRS for AJ women from Israel. We constructed PRS models from the GWAS we generated using four different methods: P+T, EUR-LD; P+T using LD of the target (AJ) population (P+T target LD), LDpred2 and Lassosum. We used two metrics to evaluate the models produced by these algorithms: (1) the OR per 1 unit SD and (2) the OR of women in the top 10% of the PRS distribution relative to those in the middle quintile (top 10% OR). We constructed and evaluated the PRS models using a nested CV scheme (see the Materials and methods section). The outline of our evaluation procedure is depicted in figure 1.

Of the four methods we tested, Lassosum performed best, obtaining an OR per 1 SD of 1.56 (±0.09) and a top 10% OR of 2.1 (±0.24) (table 1 and online supplemental figure S1; see online supplemental table S1 for performance on the validation sets in the CV). We also examined the OR of other deciles of the PRS (compared with the middle quintile) and found that it increased nearly monotonically (figure 3). Further, women in the top 10% were estimated to have fourfold higher OR for BC compared with AJ women in the bottom 10% (figure 3, online supplemental figure S2). Notably, these top and bottom 10% OR estimates that we obtained for AJ women were comparable to those reported using EUR BC PRS on women of EUR ancestry.12

Next, to estimate the decline in the performance of EUR-based BC PRS when applied to AJ women relative to women of EUR ancestry, we compared the performance obtained on women from BCAC-IL and women from BCAC-PL. We compared BCAC-IL to the Polish cohort as the AJ population is mainly from Eastern Europe. Specifically, we now excluded the Polish and Israeli samples from the BCAC discovery set and reran a GWAS analysis (see the Materials and methods section). Then, we applied the same nested CV scheme to the BCAC-PL (4537 women: 2318 cases and 2219 controls) and BCAC-IL cohorts using the same four PRS methods as previously discussed. As expected, the results obtained on BCAC-PL were mostly higher
than those on BCAC-IL, reflecting the greater genetic distance of the AJ population from the EUR population (table 2; see online supplemental table S2 for performance on the validation sets).

Pathogenic variants in BRCA1/2 confer a very high risk of BC. In BCAC-IL, 119 women were flagged as carriers of the BRCA1/2 mutation (106 cases and 13 controls). To test the impact of the inclusion of these BRCA1/2 carriers on PRS performance, we measured the performance of the P+T EUR-LD PRS on the BCAC-IL cohort after excluding these 119 samples. As shown in online supplemental figure S3, there was no significant difference between the two runs in the estimates for the OR per 1 SD and the top 10% OR.

To further examine the performance of EUR-based BC PRS on AJ women in Israel, we genotyped an independent sample of 181 Israeli AJ women recruited at the HMC in Jerusalem. This cohort comprises 118 patients with BC and 63 healthy women as controls. All the patients in the HMC cohort were diagnosed with BC at an early age (<45 years old) and tested negative for the three AJ founder variants in BRCA1/2. The controls were women aged 75 years and over who were never diagnosed with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Performance of different PRS methods on the BCAC-IL cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>OR per 1SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T EUR-LD</td>
<td>1.43±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T target set LD</td>
<td>1.39±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDpred2</td>
<td>1.31±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lassosum</td>
<td>1.56±0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance of different PRS methods on the BCAC-IL cohort. ORs per 1 SD and top 10% OR were obtained using the nested CV outlined in figure 1. The last column is the average number of SNPs. Shown are means and SEMs over the six holdout sets. BCAC-IL, BCAC cohort from Israel; CV, cross validation; PRS, polygenic risk score; P+T EUR-LD, pruning and thresholding using European linkage disequilibrium; P+T target set LD, pruning and thresholding using linkage disequilibrium of the target population.
We first evaluated how the EUR BC 313-SNP PRS (313 PRS) performs on this cohort. Notably, the OR per 1 SD of the 313-PRS model was 1.64±0.28 on the HMC cohort, similar to the effect reported for this PRS model on EUR women (1.65 OR per 1 SD, 95% CI 1.59 to 1.79)\(^{12}\). For comparison, we also measured the performance of the 313 PRS on the BCAC-IL cohort and obtained OR per 1 SD of 1.77±0.09. This result is likely inflated due to the inclusion of the BCAC-IL in the discovery set used to infer the 313-PRS model. On the other hand, the OR estimate for the BCAC-IL cohort was less noisy than the one obtained in the HMC cohort due to its larger size (the BCAC-IL cohort is >10 times larger than the HMC).

Last, we evaluated Lassosum—the best performing method on BCAC-IL—on HMC. Using the EUR GWAS we generated, we trained the PRS model on the BCAC-IL cohort in fivefold CV (online supplemental figure S4). Applying this PRS to the HMC cohort yielded an OR of 1.58±0.27 per 1 SD (number of SNPs: 4540).

Overall, the results obtained on the HMC cohort reaffirm that EUR-based BC PRS has clinically relevant predictive capacity for Israeli AJ women.

**DISCUSSION**

PRS models have the potential to play an essential role in detecting women’s risk of developing BC. Nevertheless, at present, clinically relevant BC PRS models have been constructed primarily for women of EUR ancestry, for whom large discovery sets are currently available.\(^8\) Whether these models perform well on women of other ancestries and how they can be adapted for women of other ancestries are key open questions. Our study focuses on a major ethnic group in Israel, the Ashkenazi Jewish (AJ) population, which is genetically close to the EUR population. We tested whether a large number of available EUR genotypes of patients with BC and healthy women could be used to generate a clinically relevant BC PRS model for AJ women in Israel.

We evaluated four PRS methods on the Israeli cohort from BCAC (BCAC-IL) and found that Lassosum had the best prediction performance. Notably, there was a fourfold increased BC risk between women in the top and bottom 10% of the PRS distribution (figure 3 and online supplemental figure S2), suggesting that BC PRS models derived from EUR GWAS may help fit personalised recommendations for BC preventive screening for Israeli AJ women. The results obtained on the independent HMC cohort further support this conclusion. While the BCAC-IL cohort is too small to calculate reliable risk estimates for women in the top 5% and 1%, the monotonic increase of the OR with the deciles (figure 3) and results by similar BC PRS on EUR women\(^{12}\) suggest that this model has the capacity to identify at its very top percentiles AJ women with even higher risk of developing BC. Follow-up studies with larger samples of AJ women are needed to substantiate this expectation.

Notably, the HMC cohort has extreme age differences between the case and control arms: healthy women are older than 75 and patients with BC are younger than 45. Thus, the high prediction performance of the BC PRS models on this cohort suggests that EUR-based PRS models may also be relevant for detecting early-onset cases of BC among Israeli AJ women. In addition, these results indicate that for AJ women, low-impact common genetic variants—and not only pathogenic variants with high and moderate impact—play an important role in predisposing women to early-onset BC.

One limitation of our study is that BRCA1/2 carriers were identified in the BCAC-IL only by self-reporting. Thus, there might be additional women carrying BRCA1/2 variants who were marked as non-carriers as identified by.\(^30\) Still, our analysis indicates that inclusion of a limited group of patients who carry pathogenic variants in BRCA1/2 genes does not have a significant impact on the PRS performance (online supplemental figure S3).

As the patients with BC at HMC were under 45, we could not directly generalise the prediction performance obtained on HMC for older AJ Israeli patients. However, online supplemental figure S5 indicates that there is no substantial difference in the PRS between age groups of BCAC-IL patients, consistent with previous findings on EUR population.\(^12\)

Our finding indicates that the currently available EUR BC GWAS data can be used to generate BC PRS models for Israeli AJ women. Nevertheless, this observation should not nullify the effort to genotype a higher number of individuals in Israel. First, an increased sample of AJ women would provide more accurate risk estimates for women at the top tail of the PRS distribution. Second, the Israeli population is highly heterogeneous, comprising many different ethnic groups, including North African and Middle Eastern Jews, as well as Palestinians, Druzes and Bedouins. Moreover, many of the younger generation in Israel are of mixed ethnicities. Therefore, to cover additional groups in nationwide BC prevention programmes, large-scale genotyping initiatives should include women from other ethnic groups in Israel, including admixed groups. Such data would allow a systematic evaluation of EUR-derived PRS BC models on non-AJ Israeli populations. We hope that this study will expedite the realisation of the potential for personalised BC risk stratification and encourage the development of screening protocols for high-risk women.
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**Table 2** Performance of EUR PRS when excluding the Polish and Israeli cohorts from the discovery set and using these respective populations as the target cohorts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Target set cohort</th>
<th>OR per 1 SD</th>
<th>Top 10% OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P+T (EUR)</td>
<td>BCAC-IL</td>
<td>1.37±0.06</td>
<td>2.41±0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+T target LD</td>
<td>BCAC-IL</td>
<td>1.36±0.03</td>
<td>1.64±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDpred</td>
<td>BCAC-IL</td>
<td>1.50±0.06</td>
<td>1.82±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lassosum</td>
<td>BCAC-IL</td>
<td>1.50±0.06</td>
<td>1.82±0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown are average ORs per 1 SD and top 10% ORs. Errors were measured using SEM for the six holdout sets. BCAC-IL, BCAC cohort from Israel; BCAC-PL, BCAC cohort from Poland; P+T, pruning and thresholding; P+T target LD, pruning and thresholding using linkage disequilibrium of the target population.
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